
Complete overlap of 
the passage zone 

Weatherproof 
design 

Full-height rotor turnstiles
for arrangement of checkpoints with increased 
security requirements 

«Lock-chamber» 
Mode

year 
warranty



PERCo full-height rotor turnstiles provide reliable overlap of 
the passage zone, which allows them to be used at facilities 
with increased security requirements.

Due to corrosion resistance, full-height turnstiles and swing 
gates can be operated both indoors and outdoors. A canopy 
protects against direct precipitation and ingress through the 
top of the turnstile. The foundation frame allows simplifying the 
installation and improve its quality.

Supplementing the turnstiles with full-height gates helps to 
arrange the transportation of bulky goods. The gates are 
made in a single design with turnstiles and allow you to 
arrange the passageway zone. Double passage full-height 
turnstiles allow organizing two controlled passages within a 
limited space.



Panthéon-Assas University Paris II, France



FULL-HEIGHT ROTOR TURNSTILES
made of aluminum



Jebel Ali International Seaport, UAE



powder-coated 
aluminum

complete overlap of  
the passage area

lock-chamber mode

turnstile status 
indication

walkway downlights

models with 
electric drive and 
mechanical drive

construction

security

convenience

easy-to-use

RTD-15



RTD-15 with canopy

22-30V

unlockunlock



WHD-15 full-height gate



MB-15 railings



FULL-HEIGHT ROTOR TURNSTILES  
made of galvanized steel



Factory ZF Friedrichshafen AG, Serbia



convenience

easy-to-use

RTD-16
painted steel rotor

construction

security

powder-coated 
galvanized steel

complete overlap  
of the passage area

lock-chamber mode

turnstile status 
indication

walkway downlights

models with 
electric drive and 
mechanical drive



RTD-16 with canopy
stainless steel rotor

22-30V

unlockunlock



RTD-20
two painted steel rotors

convenience

easy-to-use

construction

security

powder-coated 
galvanized steel

complete overlap of  
the passage area

lock-chamber mode

turnstile status 
indication

walkway downlights

models with 
electric drive and 
mechanical drive



RTD-20 with canopy
two stainless steel rotors

22-30V

unlockunlock



WHD-16 Full-height gate



MB-16 railings



Municipal Hospital, Saint Petersburg



Trane factory, France

Etisalat call center, UAE

Gzhantiya Temple Complex on the island of Gozo, 
Malta

Winery, New Zealand



www.perco.com

PERCo in brief

33 years of experience 
in the market dealers 

qualified specialists warehouses in  
Russia and EU 

modern 
manufacturing plant

free training and 
technical support 

5 year warranty countries  
of sales
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